We study the optimal entry fee in a symmetric private value …rst-price auction with signaling, in which the participation decisions and the auction outcome are used by an outside observer to infer the bidders'types. We show that this auction has a unique fully separating equilibrium bidding function. The expected revenue maximizing entry fee is the maximal fee that guarantees full participation. JEL: D44; D82
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(2014) study how the outcome of a take-over auction can serve as a signal of management quality, in function of a post-auction job market for managers. Goeree (2003) shows how the outcome of a single license technology auction can reveal information to competitors about the importance of the new technology's cost reduction for the auction's winner, in function of a post-auction Cournot game. 1 Bos and Truyts (2014) consider charity and art auctions in which bidders care about how the general public perceives their altruism or wealth. In all these examples, an outside observer uses the auction outcome to infer the private information of the bidders, and the bidders strategically adapt their bidding strategies in function of the additional signaling game implied in these auctions. Giovannoni and Makris (2014) show that, in the presence of signaling concerns, the auction's expected revenue depends on the information that the auctioneer shares with the outside observer -in addition to the winning bidder's identity -, and which is either 1) none of the bids, 2) only the highest bid, 3) only the second highest bid or 4) all bids. Bos and Truyts (2014) study independent private value auctions in which the outside observer sees the identity and payment of the winning bidder. They obtain a strict ranking of di¤erent auction formats in terms of expected revenue: the …rst-price and all-pay auctions dominate the English auction, but are dominated by the second-price auction.
Entry is considered exogenously given in the above papers, but potentially gives bidders an additional instrument to distinguish themselves from worse types in the context of auctions with signaling, if the outside observer observes the bidders'payments and the winner's identity, i.e., the entry fee paid by each participating bidder, the winner's identity and the winner's payment. The auctioneer can exploit the value of this additional signaling instrument to bidders in order to raise additional revenue.
In this paper we study an independent private value …rst-price auction with entry and linear payo¤ functions, in a setting similar to Bos and Truyts (2014) . We assume that the bidders care about three things. The …rst two are standard: their payment and the prize if they win. In addition, the bidders care about the expected value of the outside observer's beliefs about their type. We characterize the fully separating bidding equilibrium, and show that the expected revenue maximizing entry fee is the maximal fee that guarantees full participation. Hence, the auctioneer does not set an entry fee that would allow a strict sub-set of bidders to distinguish themselves from worse types, but rather uses the fee to ensure that the outside observer holds, in equilibrium, the worst possible beliefs concering a non-participating bidder. This maximal punishment for non-entry in terms of the outside observer's inferences allows the auctioneer to extract a sizable entry fee from all bidders with probability one, which maximizes the auction's expected revenue. We also comment on the equivalent use of entry fees in other auction formats with signaling.
Entry fees are commonly used and analyzed as instruments to improve the revenue performance of auctions. Levin and Smith (1994) show that positive entry fees maximize the expected revenue in every mechanism. More recently, Janssen et al. (2011) investigate a two-step auction game: …rst, bidders choose a publicly announced individual entry fee, and next, each bidder participates in the auction. Interestingly, this two-step auction in which bidders signal by means of the individual entry fees restores e¢ ciency, despite negative externalities.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the formal setting. Section 3 characterizes the equilibrium and presents the main results. Finally, Section 4 brie ‡y discusses other auction formats with entry and signaling. All proofs are collected in a mathematical appendix.
Formal Setting
Consider n bidders, indexed i; bidding for a single object which is allocated by means of an auction to the highest bidder. Bidder i's valuation for the object (her 'type'), is denoted V i ; and is assumed i.i.d. and drawn according to a C 2 distribution function F with support on
R + : Let f F 0 denote the density function. Bidder i's realization of V i ; denoted v i , is her private information, but the number of bidders and the distribution F are common knowledge.
To participate in the auction, a bidder pays an entry fee ' 2 R + ; chosen by the auctioneer, and submits a non-negative bid. As all bidders share the same beliefs about other bidders'valuations, they are assumed to follow a symmetric entry and bidding strategy. The entry strategy is denoted e : [v ; v] ! f0; 1g, with e (v) = 1 indicating that a v type bidder pays the fee ' to participate in the auction, and the bidding strategy is denoted : [v ; v] ! R + : Finally, let e be the vector of entry decisions and let b = (v) denote the vector of bids given a vector of valuations v, with b i the e¤ective bid of i th bidder. An auction mechanism maps a pair vectors describing the entry-decisions and the bids b to a winner, denoted i ; and payments p.
Apart from the auction's outcome, bidders also care about the beliefs that an uninformed party, the 'receiver', has about their type. This receiver can represent, e.g., the general public or press, business contacts or acquaintances of the bidder, or experts related to the object sale. The receiver is assumed to observe the entry decisions of each bidder, the auction's winner and the winner's payment (e; i ; p i ). The receiver's beliefs, denoted ; are a probability distribution over the type space, such that i (vj (e; i ; p i )) is the probability of bidder i being of valuation type v given (e; i ; p i ). Let (vj (e; i ; p i )) then be a probability distribution over vectors of valuations v given (e; i ; p i ) : The receiver's beliefs are (Bayesian) consistent with an entry strategy e and a bidding strategy if
The utility of bidder i, given an auction outcome (i ; p) ; consists of two parts. The …rst part is standard: the value for the object for the winner of the auction, minus the payment, consisting of the entry fee and, for the winner, the payment of his own bid. The second part is the expected value of the receiver's beliefs about bidder i's type given
for non-participating loser i 6 = i
As in Bos and Truyts (2014) , this utility function either represents a psychological game, in which bidders care directly about the receiver's beliefs, as humans care about the good opinion of others, or it is a reduced form of a game in which the receiver chooses an action given her beliefs, while the bidders care about this action.
We study the symmetric perfect Bayesian equilibria (PBE) of this auction game with signaling. A PBE is then described by a pair of strategies and beliefs (e; ; ; ) such that:
1. The entry and bidding strategies (e; ) maximize the expected utility for all types v, given that all other bidders play (e; ) and given the receiver's beliefs 2. The receiver's beliefs are Bayesian consistent with the strategies (e; ), as in (1) :
As in Bos and Truyts (2014) and Giovannoni and Makris (2014) , we apply the D1 criterion of Banks and Sobel (1987) , which re…nes the set of equilibria by restricting out-of-equilibrium beliefs, in order to avoid the usual equilibrium multiplicity of signaling games. The D1 criterion restricts out-of-equilibrium beliefs by considering which bidder types are more likely to gain from an out-of-equilibrium bid, compared to their equilibrium expected utility. More precisely, if the set of beliefs for which a bidder gains from a deviation to an out-of equilibrium bid b (w.r.t. her equilibrium expected utility) is larger for one bidder type than for another, then the D1 criterion requires out-of-equilibrium beliefs to attribute zero probability to the latter type having deviated to b: In the present context, the D1 criterion imposes a certain monotonicity on out-of-equilibrium beliefs: if a certain bidder type v makes a certain bid, then a strictly higher out-of-equilibrium bid should not be attributed to a bidder type lower than v, and if no bidder type pays the entry fee in equilibrium, then a bidder who deviates to paying the entry fee should be interpreted as the highest bidder type.
Equilibrium Analysis
We focus on symmetric perfect Bayesian equilibria with a strictly increasing bidding function, and in which the entry decision is monotonic w.r.t. types in the sense that there exists at most one cut o¤ type, denoted 2 [v ; v] ; such that all bidder types with a valuation above choose to pay the entry fee ' in equilibrium, and that all the bidders with a valuation below prefer to stay out.
Let us then …rst consider the problem of a type v bidder who wishes to pay the entry fee ' in order to participate in the auction. If the PBE is fully separating, then the type of the bidder who wins the …rst price auction is fully revealed to be 1 ( (v i )) = v i in equilibrium. If the auction's winner is of type v i and if only the bidders with a valuation above v i decide to participate, then all losing participating bidders are estimated to be of type
However, in the contingency that the type v bidder does not win the auction, he ex ante does not know the type of the winner, except that the winner must have a higher valuation than his. Therefore, the type v bidder takes the expectation over the winning bidder's type, conditional on the fact that it is higher than his. As such, the expected value of the receiver's beliefs about the v type bidder in case of losing the auction and an entry cut o¤ type is
Finally, if the bidding function is strictly increasing, then the v bidder's probability of winning the auction is equal to the probability of the n 1 other bidders having a valuation lower than v; i.e., F n 1 (v) :
Bringing all this together, we consider the problem of a v type bidder who decides to enter the auction, and seeks to maximize his expected payo¤. Following a common mechanism design practice, we understand this problem of the v type bidder as a problem of choosing another typẽ v; whose equilibrium strategy the type v wants to imitate and probability of winning and expected inferences by the receiver he wants to obtain, in order to maximize his expected payo¤. Thus, given an equilibrium bidding function , the problem of a v type bidder is:
xdF (x) dF n 1 (y) ' :
(2) The …rst order condition is
(3) Of course, in equilibrium the bidding function must be such that each bidder type strictly prefers his own equilibrium bid to imitating another type, such that we imposeṽ = v:
Proposition 1 For a given entry fee ' and cut o¤ type ; the unique fully separating PBE bidding strategy is for all
(4) such that ( ) = 0 and 0 (v) for all v 2 ( ; v) :
The proof of Proposition 1 …rst explains that in equilibrium, it must be that ( ) = 0; because the type bidders otherwise have a strict incentive to deviate to a zero bid. The proof then derives the equilibrium bidding function and …nally demonstrates that this equilibrium satis…es the necessary global strict second order conditions. We now turn to the bidders' entry decisions. For entry fees that induce entry by only a strict subset of the type space, the bidder type with cut o¤ valuation must be indi¤erent between paying the entry fee to participate in the auction on one hand, and staying out on the other hand. If the cut o¤ type stays out, he pools with all the nonparticipating lower bidders and obtains a payo¤ from the receiver's inferences equal to
If the type decides to pay the entry fee, he wins the auction with probability F n 1 ( ) with a zero bid, in which case he obtains the object he vaues and is perceived as type by the receiver. Otherwise, he gets the expected inference of a losing participating bidder
Therefore, the equilibrium entry strategies for an interal 2 (v ; v) are characterized by the following relationship between the entry fee ' and the cut o¤ type :
Hence, the maximal entry fee ' that the cut o¤ type is willing to pay is equal to the sum of the expected prize and the di¤erence between the receiver's expected inferences about a participating bidder and a nonparticipating bidder. A quick inspection of equation 5 shows us that, …rst, the maximal entry fee guaranteeing full participation iŝ
second, the lowest fee guaranteeing no participation is
i.e., the sum of the inference and prize the v type bidder gets with probability 1 if he participates minus what he gets if he pools with all the other non-participating bidders, and, third, ' strictly increases with in the interval ['; '].
This characterization of the equilibrium bidding and entry decisions now allows us to proceed to the …nal step: what entry fee should the auctioneer choose in order to maximize the auction's expected revenue? The expected revenue of the auction consists of both the expected entry fees paid by the participating bidders and the winner's expected payment:
Increasing the entry fee beyond' means that the auctioneer collects a higher entry fee from the participating bidders, increases the risk that bidders choose to stay out and decreases the equilibrium bid of all participating bidders. The following Proposition characterizes the optimal entry fee.
Proposition 2 If all bidders play the fully separating D1 PBE, then the expected revenue is maximal at'; the maximal entry fee that guarantees full participation.
In order to maximize the auction's expected revenue, the auctioneer does not set the entry fee in a way that allows for a strict subset of (higher) bidder types to distinguish themselves from remaining lower bidder types by participating. Rather, the auctioneer chooses ' such that the receiver holds the worst possible beliefs about a nonparticipating bidder. He then fully exploits the bidders' fear of being singled out as such a worst type v for not participating, in order to collect the maximal sum of entry fees from all bidders. Note that this full participation contrasts with the optimal entry fee of the equivalent auction without signaling, where the optimal fee must exclude a part of the bidder types from participation. The proof of Proposition 2 …rst demonstrates the following result, which is presented here as a Corollary, and which we show to be equivalent to stating Proposition 2.
Corollary 3 The bidders'ex ante expected payo¤s strictly increase with the entry fee '; for ' 2 ['; '] :
A bidder's ex ante payo¤ consists of his expected prize,
, the expected inferences of the receiver, and his expected payment as a negative, where the latter consists of the entry fee and the expected value of paying the winner's bid, i.e.,
The receiver's Bayesian beliefs are a martingale, and are thus ex ante independent of ': The expected prize decreases with '; because increasing ' in ['; '] increases the probability that no bidder will wish to pay the entry fee, and that the object thus remains with the auctioneer. Hence, if the ex ante expected payo¤ increases with ';the receiver's ex ante expected inferences are independent of '; and the ex ante expected prize decreases with '; then it must be that the ex ante expected payment, and thereby the auction's expected revenue, strictly decreases with ':
Discussion
We have shown that the optimal entry fee in an independent private value …rst-price auction with signaling is the maximal fee that guarantees full participation. What about other auction formats? Bos and Truyts (2014) also investigate the equivalent all-pay, second-price and English auctions with signaling. It seems relevant to consider the role of entry fees in these auction formats as well. For the all-pay auction, this is a straightforward exercise. Considering entry does a¤ect the fact that the signaling incentives and expected inferences of the receiver are identical in the …rst-price and all-pay auctions. As in Bos and Truyts (2014) , the all-pay auction is equivalent to the …rst-price auction in terms of expected payments and expected revenues, such that the optimal entry fee in the all-pay auction is the same as the optimal fee' of the …rst-price auction mentioned above.
However, introducing entry in the second-price and minimal information English button auctions with signaling, as in Bos and Truyts (2014) , proves to be more complicated. The principal reason is that in these auctions, the winning bidder's payment re ‡ects the valuation of the second highest bidder. Thus, the receiver knows that one of the losing bidders has the valuation re ‡ected in the winner's payment, say v, while the other participating losing bidders have a valuation between and v: However, for 2 (v ; v) the number of participating losing bidders depends on the bidders'randomly drawn valuations, such that the receiver's expectation of a losing participating bidder's type, given a second highest type v and a cut o¤ type ; is:
(6) Of course, a participating bidder does not know ex ante the valuation of the second-highest bidder if this valuation turns out to be higher than his own, and he must consider the expected value of (6) w.r.t. v in order to determine his optimal bidding strategy. As a result, determining the optimal bidding strategy, and even more so the expected revenue, becomes a very tedious exercise. Moreover, the existence of a fully separating equilibrium is far from guaranteed. In Appendix A.3, we explore the bidder's problem in the second-price and English auction with signaling and entry, for the case where F is the uniform distribution over the unit interval. This exercise shows that, for the simple case of the uniform distribution, the problem of …nding the optimal entry fee tends to be impossible for the second-price and English auctions, either because of the non-existence of a fully separating equilibrium, or because the equilibrium bidding function is not well-de…ned.
A Mathematical Appendix

A.1 Proof of Proposition 1
We proceed in 3 steps: 1) demonstrating that in a D1 PBE ( ) > 0; 2) deriving the bidding function in Proposition 1 and 3) showing that satis…es the necessary second order conditions.
Step 1 : Suppose that in equilibrium ( ) > 0: Because is a strictly increasing function, the type bidder who pays the entry fee can only win if all other bidders have a valuation strictly smaller than : This happens with probability F n 1 ( ) : If the type bidder deviation pays the entry fee but deviates to a zero bid, he still wins the auction with probability F n 1 ( ) ; but in this case no longer pays his strictly positive bid as a winner. A receiver with D1 beliefs attributes such an out-ofequilibrium bid to at least the bidder. Hence, this deviation constitutes a strict improvement for the bidder, such that ( ) > 0 is not consistent with a D1 PBE.
Step 2 : From (3) ; after imposingṽ = v and rewriting, we obtain
After integration and using ( ) = 0; we obtain
which, using a few elementary algebraic operations, can be rewritten into the bidding function in Proposition 1.
Step 3. As in Bos and Truyts (2014) , we …rst show that a strictly increasing bidding function implies local strict concavity of the bidder's problem, and, second, that the equilibrium bid is then a global expected utility maximizing choice for each bidder. First, use the …rst order condition (3) to de…ne
which de…nes (v) forṽ = v: By the implicit function theorem 0 (v) > 0 if and only if
which is only satis…ed if G 1 (ṽ; v) < 0 for all v atṽ = v: To see that globally maximizes the bidder's problem, note that, by construction, G (ṽ; v) = 0 is satis…ed atṽ = v; while G 2 (ṽ; v) > 0 for allṽ > v; such that type v's utility reaches a unique maximum atṽ = v: Hence, we have that the second order condition is satis…ed if 0 (v) > 0 for all v 2 [v ; v] : Note then that:
A.2 Proof of Corollary 3
Using (4) and (5) ; we write the expected payo¤ of a type v bidder who pays ' as:
F ( ) The ex ante average expected payo¤ of a bidder is then
The derivative w.r.t. then becomes
A.3 Derivations for the second-price and English auctions 2
For the second-price auction where F is the uniform distribution over the unit interval and assuming the existence of a strictly increasing equilibrium bidding function, the problem of a type v bidder choosing which typeṽ to imitate reads:
v n 1 v Zṽ (y) dy n 1 + Zṽ R 1 x ydy 1 x dx n 1 + n 1 R 1 xdx 1 ' + (n 1)ṽ n 2 (1 ṽ)
ṽ + i R y xdx y d ((n 1) y n 2 (n 2) y n 1 ) v n 2 n 2 :
Deriving the …rst order condition forṽ; imposingṽ = v and after a series of algebraic manipulations, we obtain the following bidding function
Note that if n = 3, (v) reduces to (v) = 5 3 4 + ( + 1) 4v ;
which decreases with v; and thus contradicts the initial assumption of a strictly increasing bidding function, such that a fully separating PBE does not exist for n = 3: In general, this bidding function tends to be unde…ned at ; and this impedes the characterization of the optimal entry fee for the second-price auction.
For the English auction, again assuming a strictly increasing exit rule , a type v bidder chooses to exit at the price where the expected payo¤s of winning and losing are equal:
such that the optimal exit strategy can be solved as:
(v) = 1 + 3v 2 1 (v ) n 2 v n 1 n 1 2 (n 1) + v n 1 + v n 2 2 :
However, this exit rule can be shown to be non-increasing for a nontrivial subset of the typespace, which contradicts the above assumption of a strictly increasing ; and demonstrates the non-existence of a fully separating equilibrium. For instance, for n = 3; (v) reduces to
(v) = (3v 2 8v + 2v + 2 2 ) 4 (v ) ;
which is nonmonotonic with respect to v on [ ; 1] : For n = 4; (v) becomes
which is equally nonmonotonic w.r.t. v on [ ; 1] :
